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(57) ABSTRACT 

A joint socket device for memory cards provides a common 
loWer base With an upper covering to offer a common space 
for receiving a smart media card (SMC), a multimedia card 
(MMC), a secure digital memory card (SD) and a memory 
stick (MS). The joint socket device is available for being 
inserted With four different memory cards Without a need of 
offering four different socket devices so as to save contact 
points thereof, reduce the siZe occupied thereof, and facili 
tate the use thereof, respectively. 
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JOINT SOCKET DEVICE FOR MEMORY CARDS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a joint socket 
device for memory cards, and particularly to a socket device, 
Which is possible for being inserted With a smart media card 
(SMC), a multimedia card (MMC), a secure digital memory 
card (SD) and a memory stick (MS) respectively. 

[0003] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0004] Usually, a portable personal apparatus such as a 
digital camera or a notebook computer is provided With a 
memory card for storing data. It is necessary to arrange a 
socket device to receive the memory card of the portable 
personal apparatus. The socket device provides a conduction 
part to connect With the memory card and a microprocessor 
in the portable personal apparatus. Referring to FIG. 1, a 
SMC 10 is a large card With a small thickness, a MMC 20 
is smaller and thicker, a SD 30 has the same area as the 
MMC 20 but much thicker, and the MS 40 has the smallest 
Width and the largest length With a largest thickness. Each of 
the four memory cards at a facial side thereof is barely 
attached With different numbers of connection pieces 101, 
201, 301, 401. The connection pieces are passages for the 
memories in the memory cards in conjunction With foreign 
parts. Each of the connection pieces 101 of the SMC 10 has 
almost the same Width as that of the respective connection 
piece 201 of the MMC 20 and a clearance betWeen tWo 
neighboring connection pieces 101 is almost the same as that 
betWeen tWo neighboring connection pieces 201. The SD 30 
has the connection pieces 301 thereof in a recess and a 
clearance betWeen tWo adjacent ones for the 7 pieces at the 
middle section thereof is the same as that betWeen tWo 
neighboring connection pieces 201 thereof. The connection 
pieces 401 of the MS 40 are also in a recess and provide a 
narroWest clearance betWeen tWo adjacent ones thereof. All 
the four memory cards have a cut corner 102, 202, 302, 402 
respectively, the SD 30 further has a Write protect sWitch 
303, and the MS 40 further has an anti-reversed insertion 
groove 403. Because SMC 10, MMC 20, SD 30 and MS 40 
provide a shape, siZe and the number of junctions thereof 
different from one another, the socket devices adapted to the 
preceding memory cards are different from one another in 
their con?gurations and in the number of conduction parts 
thereof. The conventional socket device is only made for one 
of the preceding memory cards and not for all kinds of 
memory cards so that it is inconvenient that more socket 
devices have to be offered in case of multiple types memory 
cards being used. In this Way, more joints have to be 
arranged in the circuit of each conventional socket device 
and a large space has to be offered for the multiple socket 
devices too. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] An object of the present invention is to provide a 
joint socket device for memory cards, Which is adapted to 
different types of memory cards to enhance the convenience 
While in use. 

[0006] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a joint socket device for memory cards, Which offers 
less connection points and a less gross siZe thereof than the 
conventional ones having the identical functions. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0007] The present invention can be more fully understood 
by reference to the folloWing description and accompanying 
draWings, in Which: 

[0008] FIGS. 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D are plan vieWs of a smart 
media card (SMC), a multimedia card (MMC), a security 
digital memory card (SD), and a memory stick (MS) illus 
trating the appearance With thickness thereof respectively; 

[0009] FIG. 2 is a perspective vieW of a joint socket 
device for memory cards according to the present invention 
in a ?rst embodiment thereof; 

[0010] FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW illustrating a loWer 
base and an upper covering of the joint socket device for 
memory cards shoWn in FIG. 1; 

[0011] FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW illustrating a loWer 
base and an upper covering of the present invention in a 
second embodiment thereof; 

[0012] FIG. 5 is perspective vieW illustrating a loWer base 
and an upper covering of the present invention in a third 
embodiment thereof; 

[0013] FIG. 6A is a fragmentary sectional vieW of the 
loWer base in the third embodiment shoWn in FIG. 5; 

[0014] FIG. 6B is another fragmentary sectional vieW of 
the loWer base in the third embodiment shoWn in FIG. 5; 

[0015] FIG. 7 is a sectional vieW illustrating an eXtend 
able connecting pin of the present invention; 

[0016] FIG. 8 is a block diagram for a circuit arranged in 
the present invention; and 

[0017] FIG. 9 is another block diagram for a circuit 
arranged in the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0018] Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, a ?rst embodiment of 
the present invention provides a joint socket device 50 for 
memory cards, Which comprises a loWer base 51 and an 
upper covering 52. The loWer base 51 provides a top face 
511, a ?rst recess part 512 and a second recess part 513, and 
the second recess part 513 is deeper than the ?rst recess part 
512. The ?rst recess part 512 has a sensor sWitch 515 for 
identifying different smart media cards (SMCs) by Way of 
distinguishing the position of the cut corner on the respec 
tive SMC While the SMCs are inserted into the common 
socket device 50. The second recess part 513 at a lateral side 
thereof has a slant corner 516 corresponding to the cut 
corner of the MMC and the SD, and at a narroW area 5131 
thereof has a jut stop 517 corresponding to an anti-reversed 
insertion groove of the MS to prevent the MS from being 
inserted into the joint socket device 50 With the reversed side 
thereof. Asensor sWitch 518 is arranged at the rear end of the 
joint socket device 50 to detect Whether the MS is inserted 
or not. The upper covering 52 has an inner face 521, a ?rst 
high part 522 and a second high part 523, and the second 
high part 523 is higher than the ?rst high part 522. The upper 
covering 52 at both lateral sides thereof has tWo engaging 
holes 524 respectively for engaging With tWo projection 
pieces 514 at both of the lateral sides respectively so that the 
upper covering 52 and the loWer base 51 can be associated 
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With each other With the inner face 521 being touched to the 
top face 511 of the loWer base 51. Thus, part of the inner face 
521 and the ?rst recess part 512 constitute a ?rst chamber for 
containing the SMC, the ?rst high part 522 and the ?rst 
recess part 512 constitute a second chamber for containing 
the MMC, and the ?rst high part 522 and the second recess 
part 513 constitute a third chamber for containing the SD. 
The narroW area 5231 of the second high part 523 and the 
rest area of the same part and the narroW area 5131 of the 
second recess part 513 and the rest area of the same part 
form a fourth chamber receiving the MS. The ?rst high part 
522 has a sensor sWitch 525 corresponding to a Write protect 
of the SD and a lateral side opposite to the sensor sWitch 525 
has a slant corner 526 corresponding to the slant corner 516 
and the slant corner 526 is provided With a sensor sWitch 53 
for the MMC and the SD. The sensor sWitch 53 comprises 
a ?rst spring plate 531 and a second spring plate 532 With a 
respective end thereof touching to each other. The ?rst 
spring plate 531 has a protrusion 533 eXtending outWard 
through the slant corner 526 of the ?rst high part 522 so that 
the slant corner 526 is pressed doWn by the MMC or the SD 
to retreat inWard such that the ?rst spring plate 531 is in state 
of separating from the second spring plate 532 as soon as the 
MMC or the SD is inserted into the ?rst high part 522. Thus, 
it can be learned if the MMC or the SD has been inserted into 
the joint socket device 50. The narroW area 5231 of the 
second high part 523 provides a slant corner 527 corre 
sponding to the cut corner of the MS. The joint socket device 
for a memory card according to the present invention at 
either the loWer base or the upper covering thereof is 
required to provide a conduction part so as to correspond to 
connection plates on the SMC, the MMC, the SD and MS. 
The conduction part illustrated in the ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention comprises a plurality of long connecting 
pins 54, short connecting pins 55 and MS connecting pins 56 
disposed at the loWer base 51. Then, the conduction part, i.e., 
all the connecting pins illustrated in the ?rst embodiment of 
the present invention, can contact With the connection plate 
as soon as the SMC, the MMC, the SD, or the MS is inserted 
into the joint socket device. Hence, the memory card can 
connect With the circuit on a circuit substrate in a personal 
mobile device to perform an operation of read or Write. 

[0019] There are tWo adjacent short connecting pins, 
Which are among the long and the short connecting pins 54, 
55 located at the second recess part 513, eXtend rearWard in 
an ascending Way from the front end of the socket device, 
and a respective contact point at the other ends of the tWo 
short connecting pins is a little higher than the bottom of the 
?rst recess part 512 so as to touch the connection plate of the 
SMC, MMC or SD. When the MS is inserted into the socket 
device, the long connecting pins 54 and the short connecting 
pins 55 are pressed doWn to enter the pin grooves in the 
second recess part 513 Without interfering the MS. The MS 
connecting pins 56 is disposed at the rear end of second 
recess part 513 for touching the connection plate of the MS. 
Each MS connection pin 56 can join an individual long 
connecting pin 54 or an individual short connecting pin 55 
to use the output end jointly. 

[0020] Referring to FIG. 4, the difference of a second 
embodiment of the present invention from the joint socket 
device is in that the MS connecting pins 56 and the jut stop 
528 corresponding to the anti-reversed groove are located at 
the rear end of the second high part on the upper covering 
52. The second recess part of the loWer base 51 has a slant 
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corner 519 corresponding to the MS cut corner and the 
sensor sWitch 518 is disposed at another side opposite to the 
slant corner 519. At this time, the connection plate of the MS 
faces the upper covering 52 to contact the MS pins 56. 

[0021] Referring to FIGS. 5, 6A, and 6B, a third embodi 
ment of the present invention is illustrated to provide a joint 
socket device. The difference of the joint socket device of 
present embodiment from the joint socket device illustrated 
in FIG. 4 is in that the second high part 523 of the upper 
covering 52 has the sensor sWitch at the rear end thereof to 
detect if the MS is inserted into the joint socket device or 
not, and the long and the short connecting pins 54, 55 eXtend 
forWard to the front end from the rear end of the loWer base 
51 With tWo adjacent long connecting pins among the 
connecting pins. In order to prevent the connecting pins 
from blocking the thicker MS as soon as the thicker MS is 
inserted into the chamber, a lifted rod is arranged at the 
second recess part 513 under the connecting pins to keep the 
connecting pins in pin slots before the SMC, the MMC, or 
the SD being inserted into the joint socket device. When the 
lifted rod is touched by the SMC, the MMC, or the SD 
during the SMC, the MMC, or the SD being inserted into the 
joint socket device, the lifted rod urges the connecting pins 
to move out from the pin slots and contact With the con 
nection pieces of the SMC, the MMC, or the SD. The present 
embodiment illustrates that a ?rst lifted rod 541 is pivotally 
connected under the long connecting pins 54 at the second 
recess part 513 and a second lifted rod 551 is pivotally 
connected under the short connecting pins 55. The ?rst lifted 
rod 541 and the second lifted rod 551 at both ends thereof 
provide a press lever 542, 552 respectively in conjunction 
With a torsion spring 543, 553. The ?rst lifted rod 541 has 
a longitudinal ?at cut surface 5411 and the long connecting 
pins 54 are laid on the cut surface 5411 and in the pin slots 
544. As soon as the memory card such as a SMC 10 is 
inserted into the joint socket device, the bottom of the SMC 
10 may touch the press lever 542 on the cut ?at surface 5411 
and the press lever 542 is inclined toWard a lateral side With 
the lifted rod 541 rotating an angular distance. Because the 
cut ?at surface 5411 rotates an angular distance too, the rod 
body 5412 can push the long connecting pins 54 upWard to 
touch the connection pieces of the SMC 10. As soon as the 
SMC 10 is taken out from the joint socket device, the press 
lever 542 is free from the pressing force and restores to the 
original position With the longitudinal cut ?at surface 5411 
by Way of the rebound force of the torsion spring 543. 
Hence, the long connecting pins 54 moves backWard into the 
pin slots 544. Similarly, the second lifted rod 551 has an 
arrangement almost the same as the ?rst lifted rod 541 and 
provides the same movement as the ?rst lifted rod 541 does. 
But, the second lifted rod 551 at the rod body thereof has 
recesses accommodating the long connecting pins 54 so that 
the second lifted rod 551 is not possible to urge the long 
connecting pins 54 upWard during turning an angular dis 
tance. 

[0022] The join socket device of the present invention is 
required to provide a conduction part such as the connecting 
pins in the preceding embodiments. As shoWn in FIG. 7, a 
further embodiment illustrates another conduction part in the 
joint socket device of the 5411 and the long connecting pins 
54 are laid on the cut surface 5411 and in the pin slots 544. 
As soon as the memory card such as a SMC 10 is inserted 
into the joint socket device, the bottom of the SMC 10 may 
touch the press lever 542 on the cut ?at surface 5411 and the 
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press lever 542 is inclined toward a lateral side With the 
lifted rod 541 rotating an angular distance. Because the cut 
?at surface 5411 rotates an angular distance too, the rod 
body 5412 can push the long connecting pins 54 upWard to 
touch the connection pieces of the SMC 10. As soon as the 
SMC 10 is taken out from the joint socket device, the press 
lever 542 is free from the pressing force and restores to the 
original position With the longitudinal cut ?at surface 5411 
by Way of the rebound force of the torsion spring 543. 
Hence, the long connecting pins 54 moves backWard into the 
pin slots 544. Similarly, the second lifted rod 551 has an 
arrangement almost the same as the ?rst lifted rod 541 and 
provides the same movement as the ?rst lifted rod 541 does. 
But, the second lifted rod 551 at the rod body thereof has 
recesses accommodating the long connecting pins 54 so that 
the second lifted rod 551 is not possible to urge the long 
connecting pins 54 upWard during turning an angular dis 
tance. 

[0023] The join socket device of the present invention is 
required to provide a conduction part such as the connecting 
pins in the preceding embodiments. As shoWn in FIG. 7, a 
further embodiment illustrates another conduction part in the 
joint socket device of the the conduction part of the joint 
socket device by Way of the sWitch 611 of the SMC data 
interface connector 61, the sWitch 621 of the MMC/SD data 
interface connector 62 or the sWitch 631 of the MS data 
interface connector 63 such that the SMC, the MMC, the 
SD, or the MS can be connected to the microprocessor 60. 

[0024] Referring to FIG. 9, another embodiment of the 
circuit in the present invention is illustrated. The circuit 
comprises a microprocessor 60 connecting With a SMC data 
interface connector 61, a MMC/SD data interface connector 
62 and a MS data interface connector 63, and contact points 
57 for the sensor sWitches on the joint socket device. The 
SMC data interface connector 61, the MMC/SD data inter 
face connector 62 and the MS data interface connector 63 
are connected to contact points 58 on the joint socket device 
so as to connect With the conduction parts on the loWer base 
and the upper covering. When the SMC and or the MS is 
inserted into the joint socket device, the microprocessor 60 
can detect the response signals of the sensor sWitches such 
that the SMC or the MS can be read or can read directly to 
check if the MMC/SD is inserted or not, and can determine 
to read or Write the data in the SMC, the MMC, the SD or 
the MS by Way of the SMC data interface connector 61, the 
MMC/SD data interface connector 62 or the MS data 
interface connector 63. 

[0025] It can be understood that it is required 56 contact 
points totally While a respective conventional socket device 
is inserted With the SMC, the MMC, the SD and MS 
uniquely. It is appreciated that the present invention provides 
a joint socket device for the SMC, the MMC, the SD and MS 
and it is possible to reduce to 34 contact points at most so 
as to achieve a purpose of saving contact points. Further 
more, the present invention provides a common receiving 
space for the SMC, the MMC, the SD and MS to save the 
gross volume required by these four socket devices inde 
pendently. Accordingly, it is convenient that the SMC, the 
MMC, the SD and MS can be operated in a joint socket 
device and it is possible to save the production cost resulting 
from three eXtra conventional socket devices. 

[0026] While the invention has been described With ref 
erence to preferred embodiments thereof, it is to be under 
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stood that modi?cations or variations may be easily made 
Without departing from the spirit of this invention, Which is 
de?ned by the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A joint socket device for memory cards, comprising: 

a loWer base With a top face, providing a ?rst recess part 
and a second recess part, and the second recess part 
having a narroW area; and 

an upper covering With a recess face, providing a ?rst high 
part and a second high part, being joined to the loWer 
base so as to form a ?rst chamber, a second chamber, 
a third chamber and a fourth chamber, and a common 
part being included in the ?rst chamber, the second 
chamber, the third chamber and the fourth chamber 
respectively; 

Wherein, a conduction part is arranged on the loWer base 
to join a plurality of connection pieces provided on 
each of the memory cards and a plurality of sensor 
sWitches are provided on the loWer base for detecting 
each of the memory cards. 

2. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 1, Wherein said upper covering provides a conduction 
part to join a plurality of connection pieces provided on each 
of the memory cards and provides a plurality of sensor 
sWitches for detecting each of the memory cards. 

3. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 2, Wherein said conduction part is composed of a 
plurality of connecting pins. 

4. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 3, Wherein said connecting pins includes a plurality of 
short connecting pins and a plurality of long connecting pins 
With an arrangement of tWo of the short connecting pins 
being adjacent to each other and the rest ones of the short 
connecting pins and all the long connecting pins being 
alternately disposed; and the connecting pins eXtend rear 
Ward from a front end of the loWer base and part of the 
connecting pins being in the second recess part to eXtend 
rearWard in an ascending Way With a respective touch end 
thereof a little higher than a bottom of the ?rst recess part for 
contacting With the respective memory card. 

5. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 4, Wherein a plurality of additional connecting pins 
eXtend from a rear end of the loWer base to a rear end of the 
second recess part, and the narroW area of the second recess 
part has a slant corner With a jut stop. 

6. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 4, Wherein said upper covering provides a conduction 
part for connecting With the connection pieces on each of the 
memory cards and provides a plurality of sensor sWitches for 
detecting each of the memory cards; and a plurality of 
further connecting pins are disposed in the second high part 
of the upper covering With an end of the another ones 
extending outWard from a rear end of the upper covering, 
and the second high part has a narroW area With a slant 
corner at a rear end of the narroW area With another jut stop. 

7. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 2, Wherein said sensor sWitches include a Write protect 
sWitch. 

8. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 3, Wherein said connecting pins include a plurality of 
short connecting pins and a plurality of long connecting pins 
With an arrangement of tWo of the long connecting pins 
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being adjacent to each other and the rest ones of the long 
connecting pins and all the short connecting pins being 
alternately disposed; said upper covering provides a con 
duction part for connecting With the connection pieces on 
each of the memory cards and provides a plurality of sensor 
sWitches for detecting each of the memory cards; the con 
necting pins eXtend forWard from a rear end of the loWer 
base, and a ?rst lifted rod is pivotally connected at the 
second recess part under the long connecting pins and a 
second lifted rod is pivotally connected under the short 
connecting pins; and multiple ones of the connecting pins 
are disposed in the second high part of the upper covering 
With an end of the multiple ones extending outWard from a 
rear end of the upper covering, and the second high part has 
a narroW area With slant corner at a rear end of the narroW 

area With another jut stop. 
9. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 

claim 2, Wherein one of the sensor sWitches comprises tWo 
spring plates With a respective end thereof contacting With 
each other With the ?rst spring plate having a projection 
extending outWard the upper covering through a lateral side 
of the ?rst high part. 

10. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 8, Wherein said ?rst and said second lifted rods at both 
ends thereof respectively have a press lever With a torsion 
spring and have a ?at longitudinal cut surface respectively 
With the respective press lever being attached to the cut 
surface; and the second lifted rod provides a plurality of cut 
grooves corresponding the long connecting pins at spots 
touching the long connecting pins. 

11. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 1, Wherein the conduction part provides a plurality of 
openings for a plurality of eXtendable connecting pins 
moving out and contacting With the connection pieces of the 
respective memory card. 

12. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 1, Wherein the second recess part is deeper than the 
?rst recess part, and second high part is higher than the ?rst 
high part. 

13. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 2, Wherein the second recess part is deeper than the 
?rst recess part, and the second high part is higher than ?rst 
high part. 

14. A circuit in a joint socket device for memory cards, 
comprising: 

a microprocessor; 

a plurality of sensor sWitches as de?ned in claim 2, each 
of the sensor sWitches having a junction connecting 
With the microprocessor; 

a SMC data interface connector With tWo ends, one of the 
ends connecting With the microprocessor and the other 
end thereof connecting With a ?rst sWitch; 

a MMC/SD data interface With tWo ends, one of the ends 
connecting With the microprocessor and the other end 
thereof connecting With a second sWitch; 

a MS data interface connector With tWo ends, one of the 
ends connecting With the microprocessor and the other 
end thereof connecting With a third sWitch; 
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a common junction, connecting With the ?rst, the second 
and the third sWitches respectively; and 

a conduction part, connecting With the common junction; 

Whereby, as soon as a smart media card (SMC) a multi 
media card (MC), secure digital memory card (SD), or 
a memory stick (MS) is inserted into the joint socket 
device, the microprocessor can detect response signals 
from the sensor sWitches to determine a connection 
With the conduction part by Way of the SMC data 
interface connector, the MMC/SD data interface con 
nector or the MS data interface connector such that the 
SMC, the MMC/SD or the MS can be treated by the 
microprocessor. 

15. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 14, Wherein said upper covering provides a conduc 
tion part for connecting With the connection pieces on each 
of the memory cards and provides a plurality of sensor 
sWitches for detecting each of the memory cards 

16. A circuit in a joint socket device for memory cards, 
comprising: 

a microprocessor; 

a plurality of sensor sWitches as de?ned in claim 2, each 
of the sensor sWitches having a junction connecting 
With the microprocessor; 

a SMC data interface connector With tWo ends, one of the 
ends connecting With the microprocessor; 

a MMC/SD data interface With tWo ends, one of the ends 
connecting With the microprocessor; 

a MS data interface connector With tWo ends, one of the 
ends connecting With the microprocessor; 

a common junction, connecting With the other ends of the 
SMC data interface connector, the MMC/SD data inter 
face and the MS data interface connector, respectively; 
and 

a conduction part, being disposed on a loWer base and an 
upper covering of the common socket device respec 
tively, and connecting With the common junction; 

Whereby, as soon as a smart media card (SMC), a multi 
media card (MC), secure digital memory card (SD), or 
a memory stick (MS) is inserted into the common 
socket device, the microprocessor can detect response 
signals from the sensor sWitches to determine a con 
nection With the conduction part by Way of the SMC 
data interface connector, the MMC/SD data interface 
connector or the MS data interface connector such that 
the SMC, the MMC/SD or the MS can be treated by the 
microprocessor. 

17. The joint socket device for memory cards according to 
claim 1, Wherein said upper covering provides a conduction 
part for connecting With the connection pieces on each of the 
memory cards and provides a plurality of sensor sWitches for 
detecting each of the memory cards. 


